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Legrand cabling system LCS³ energy
distribution - three-phase Zero-U Basic PDUs

Pack Cat. No. PDU Basic

IEC 60320 standard
1 6 468 70 18 C13 outlets + 6 C19 outlets with cord locking

system. 3 m power supply cord with IEC 60309 16 A
3P+N+E plug

PDU Basic with ammeter

Measure consumption to provide better installation
management: balancing circuits, displaying
available capacity, preventing overloads and power
failures
1 ammeter per circuit
Rotating display to ensure a perfect reading
whatever the PDU mounting direction is (horizontal,
vertical with top or bottom power supply input)

IEC 60320 standard
1 6 468 75 18 C13 outlets + 6 C19 outlets with cord locking

system. 3 m power supply cord with IEC 60309 16 A
3P+N+E plug

A major addition to the range
and exclusive to Legrand, C13
and C19 outlets have a power
supply cord locking system which
prevents accidental disconnection
and guarantees absolute safety!

An innovative technical solution: very easy to
identify thanks to the orange buttons next to
each outlet.

A universal system: takes all cords for
standard C13 and C19 outlets.

UNLOCKING

CORD LOCKING SYSTEM

AUTO
LOCKING

CONNECTION

1

2

6 468 75

To provide A electric power for IT equipment in 19" enclosures
Three phases Zero-U PDUs for vertical mounting in the cabinet
400 V - 50/60 Hz power supply
Each circuit is protected by 16 A single pole MCB in a support with
projecting edges to avoid accidental breakdown. 1 circuit per phase,
each with 6 IEC 60320 C13 outlets and 2 IEC 60320 C19 outlets
330° rotating cable input for a perfect orientation of the cable and no
interference in the cabinet
C13 and C19 standard outlets are equipped with cord locking system to
avoid any accidental disconnection. Universal solution compatible with
all the cords (C14 plugs for C13 and C20 plugs for C19)
Delivered with 2 sets of metallic mounting brackets: button brackets (for
quick fixing and variable pitch) and standard brackets (for screw fixing)
Black modules (outlets and functions)
Aluminium profile

Innovation
at the heart
of PDUs to prevent

accidental
disconnection
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